
UK Official Development Assistance
(ODA) allocations 2021 to 2022:
written ministerial statement

The FCDO has responsibility for delivering £8,115m of Official Development
Assistance (ODA) spend this year, approximately 80% of total UK ODA. I have
recently concluded the FCDO’s internal business planning process to allocate
this budget for 2021/22 in accordance with UK strategic priorities against a
challenging financial climate as a result of COVID. This statement updates
the House on the conclusions of that process.

Throughout the business planning process, we strived to ensure that every
penny of the FCDO’s ODA spend brings maximum strategic coherence, impact and
value for taxpayers’ money.

The resulting portfolio marks a strategic shift, putting our aid budget to
work alongside our diplomatic network, our science and technology expertise
and our economic partnerships in tackling global challenges. We will focus on
core HMG priorities for poverty reduction, including getting more girls into
school, providing urgent humanitarian support to those who need it most, and
tackling global threats like climate change, COVID recovery and other
international health priorities. Based on OECD data for 2020, the UK will be
the third largest donor within the G7 as a percentage of GNI.

The Integrated Review has helped guide the process, by setting out how an
independent and sovereign global Britain will act as a force for good and use
its influence to shape the future international order. To deliver that vision
I have allocated resources to the seven priorities I set out to Parliament on
26 November:

climate and biodiversity. FCDO will maintain a strong climate and
biodiversity portfolio of £534m as we host COP26. In total, the FCDO
will deliver more than £941m of activities this year, across all themes,
that count towards the UK’s flagship £11.6bn International Climate
Finance target

global health security. FCDO will spend £1,305m on global health. We
will focus on the UK’s position at the forefront of the international
response to Covid-19, through our commitments to COVAX, GAVI and WHO,
and through bilateral spend where the need is greatest in Africa

girls’ education. FCDO will spend £400m on girls’ education. We will
invest directly in over 25 countries, helping to achieve the global
target to get 40 million girls into education and demonstrating our
commitment at this year’s Global Partnership for Education summit
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humanitarian preparedness and response. FCDO will spend £906m to
maintain the UK’s role as a force for good at times of crisis, focusing
our work on those countries most affected by risk of famine, including
Yemen, Syria, Somalia, and South Sudan. A £30m crisis reserve will
enable us to respond rapidly to new crises

science & technology. FCDO will make £251m of R&D investments across all
seven themes of this strategy, with £38m targeted directly at science
and technology including new innovations to tackle development
challenges, including innovations in satellite imagery and AI to support
humanitarian responses

open societies and conflict resolution. FCDO will spend £419m to harness
the UK’s unique strengths in conflict management and resolution, and to
project our support for democratic values and institutions, human
rights, and freedom of religious belief. We will further drive impact
and support democratic values and institutions through our diplomacy,
including our new sanctions policy, which will shortly be extended to
cover corruption. We have also protected Civil Society programmes,
particularly Comic Relief, Commonwealth Veterans, Jo Cox Memorial grants
within UK Aid Direct, UK Aid Match and VSO

economic development and trade. FCDO will spend £491m to support new
trade relationships with developing country partners, complementing our
wider multilateral and capital investments to build the trade and
investment partners of the future. We will use CDC and multilateral
partners to drive mutually beneficial growth with strategic partners in
circumstances where private sector investment is not practicable

A further £3,159m will meet the government’s cross-cutting contributions to
multilateral partners and global funds, including our pledge to remain the
largest donor to IDA19, the African Development Fund, and other multilateral
development banks; support Arms-Length Bodies such as the British Council;
and cover FCDO operating costs. This is complemented by the ODA spent by
other government departments, which I set out in a Written Ministerial
Statement on 26 January 2021.

Within this framework, I have also ensured that the UK is able to exert
maximum influence as a force for good in Africa and strategically tilt
towards the Indo-Pacific. FCDO will spend around half its bilateral ODA
budget in Africa, where human suffering remains most acute, including a major
shift to East Africa to reflect the UK’s unique role and clear national
strategic interest. One third of FCDO bilateral ODA will be spent in the
Indo-Pacific and South Asia, in support of our deeper engagement in that
region, promoting open societies, reinforcing trade links and promoting
climate change collaboration.

In China, I have reduced FCDO’s ODA for programme delivery by 95% to £0.9m
(with additional ODA in this year only to meet the contractual exit costs of



former programmes). The remaining £900,000 will fund programmes on open
societies and human rights.

The UK remains a world leader in international development, not only through
the impact of these financial allocations but also through the creation of
the FCDO, integrating diplomacy and development to deliver greater impact. We
will return to our commitment to spend 0.7% of gross national income on ODA
when the fiscal situation allows.

Thematic area FCDO ODA allocation
2021/22, £m

Climate change and biodiversity 534
COVID and global health 1,305
Girls’ education 400
Humanitarian preparedness and response 906
Open societies and conflict 419

Science, research and technology 38 (plus thematic
R&D)

Trade and economic development 491
Financial transactions 863
Programmes with cross cutting themes 1,940
ALBs, International Subscriptions and other fixed
costs 1,219

Total 8,115

MMO announce first panel dates for
Fisheries and Seafood Scheme in
England.

News story

The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) is pleased to confirm dates for the
first English Fisheries and Seafood Scheme (FaSS) panel.
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The MMO is administering the new £6.1 million FaSS on behalf of the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra).

The fund includes support for business to adapt to new markets and respond to
new trading conditions, improve safety on fishing vessels and onshore and to
protect the environment – with funding available for equipment that reduces
the impact of fishing on the marine environment, among other areas. More
information can be found on our website.

Any applications that are over £150,000 in total project cost must be
considered by the FaSS panel. The panel is responsible for reviewing
applications and recommending projects for approval in line with the overall
objectives of the scheme.

Michelle Willis, MMO Director of Finance and Resources said:

The Fisheries and Seafood Scheme is already attracting a lot of
interest and we are delighted to announce the first panel dates for
applications over £150,000. We encourage those businesses within
the seafood and fishing > industry to apply and take advantage of
the funding available which is aimed to help support the long-term
sustainability and success of the seafood sector throughout
England.

The scheme opened for applications on 6 April 2021 and in order to be
considered for the first panel, it is recommended that applicants ensure
their completed applications are submitted to MMO by 7 May 2021. The £6.1
million of funding announced under the FaSS is only available over the next
12 months so projects must be fully formed and ready to progress and spend
quickly.

The first panel for 2021 is scheduled to be held in the week commencing 21
June 2021. Further dates may be released, subject to funding availability.
You can contact the MMO Grants Team on 0208 026 5539 to discuss any potential
panel application or visit the MMO website for guidance and information on
how to make an application.
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Royal Navy confirms two new fast
patrol boats

News story

HMS Ships Dagger and Cutlass confirmed as the new fast patrol boats.

Image of two HMS fast patrol boats. Crown copyright.

The Royal Navy can confirm the Her Majesty the Queen has approved the names
of two new fast patrol boats, which will be based in Gibraltar, as HM Ships
Dagger and Cutlass.

Dagger is a name new to the Royal Navy. It was due to have been assigned to a
weapon-class anti-submarine escort in late World War 2. But, the conflict
ended and the ship was cancelled.

Only one previous HMS Cutlass has served under the White Ensign. During the
1970s with her sisters Scimitar and Sabre, not the same vessels which later
served in Gibraltar. She was used to train Royal Navy and NATO warships to
deal with the threat of fast missile/torpedo craft as part of the First Fast
Training Boat Squadron.

Gibraltar Squadron Fast Patrol Craft

Information on the Gibraltar Squadron Fast Patrol Craft. Crown copyright.

The Gibraltar Squadron Fast Patrol Craft is supporting British operations and
patrolling HMNB Gibraltar and British Gibraltar Territorial Waters.

Powered by 3x Volvo D13-1000 engines (each producing 1,000hp) and 3x
MJP350X water jets
6 crew (plus 6 passengers)
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up to 40 knots
initially will carry 3x purpose machine gun (1 on fore deck, 2 off
deck), will be fitted for (but not with) the 0.50cal heavy machine guns
Length: 19.0m.
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